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The importance of bedrooms and dining rooms in human life is 

quite great.Wide range of furniture are produced according to using 

styles so that people are comfortable and peaceful. ’Beretta’ Designs 

offering you high-quality and funcionality will facilitate your life.

BERATTA. 
PASSION FOR 
FURNITURE 
DESIGN AND 
RESPECT FOR 
QUALITY.

270cm 69cm

179cm 238cm

96cm

96
cm

230cm

23
0c

m
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bedroomBERETTA
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BERETTA. 
INNOVATIVE  
AND ATTRACTIVE 
CONCEPT.

Furniture forms are also an ideal key in order to create a peace-

ful appearance.It will give a beautiful wiew to your bedroom 

with its different appearance.A design created for pleasant 

life with its modern appearance,as well as unique style dazzle.
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18BBBERETTA.ABOVE 
THE LINE.

Every person has a style and reflects it to 

each field both in life and also,in living space.

This design ,which is shaped with modern 

styles and lifts the curtain on creative 

ideas, will make your dreams come true.
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dining roomBERETTA
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BERETTA.

IMPACT OF 
THE MOMENT 

OF THEIR 
DESIGN AND 

CREATION.

The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will 

spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching 

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the 

sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves 

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.
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dining roomBERETTA
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wall unitBERETTA
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BERETTA.

THE HEART 
OF YOUR 

HOME

It attractiveness and functionaality in design manages to make you 

peaceful,this is very important.The details not straining the eyes 

and simple forms,different product designs that you may perfect 

the style appealing to all tastes will form the center of your home.
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S
tel

la

Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit              *     sofa set
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     *     koltuk takımı 
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bedroomSTELLA
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STELLA.

GOOD DESIGN AND 
EXACT QUALITY..

Feeling comfortable at home is everybody’s desire so in order to get that sense for 

you we are giving utmost attention to our furniture’s design,function and their color.
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bedroomSTELLA
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S T E L L A .
INNOVATIVE  AND ATTRACTIVE CONCEPT.
YOU CAN AESILY CREATE MORE QUALIFIED 
AMBIANCE FOR YOUR HOME THANKS TO 
DETAILS THAT FACILITATES YOUR LIFE.
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bedroomSTELLA
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S T E L L A .

TOUCHES 
FROM THE 
LIFE. 

Simplicity, simple and minimal multifunctional designs are 

fashionable today. Expectation of being relaxing, facilitating 

and balancing instead of being crowded, confused and tiring 

comes first for living spaces as well as human relations. 
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dining roomSTELLA
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dining roomSTELLA
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wall unitSTELLA
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If you believe in a sincere and comfortable life style, you also 

know that the most important thing is to live an environment 

in which you will always feel comfortable. You may find 

peace by preferring simple and soft colors in the living spaces       
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When aesthetic and comfort are in question,your 

dreams are unlimited.An elegant result is obtained with 

the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality. 

DETAILED LABOR 
GIVING AUTHENTICITY 

TO THE DESIGN.
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STRONG, 
NOBLE AND 
AESTHETICS T

E L
L A

STELLA. A 
MODERN 

DREAM

When aesthetic 
and comfort are 
in question,your 

dreams are 
unlimited.An 

elegant result is 
obtained with the 

admirable aesthetic 
and reasoned 
functionality.
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sofa setSTELLA
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For those who go on a journey to reach 
excellence.There is no diffuculty.For them ,every 
taken step means discovering new beauties.
Seeing the world from another window and 
experience emotions which was not felt before.
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sofa setSTELLA
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sofa setSTELLA
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Vest
a

Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit              *     sofa set
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     *     koltuk takımı 
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bedroomVESTA
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Every person has a style and reflects it to each field 

both in life and also,in living space.This design ,which 

is shaped with modern styles and lifts the curtain 

on creative ideas, will make your dreams come true.
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bedroomVESTA
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The design of bedroom is a matter of style.Imagine  a 

peaceful bedrooms,reflect your style with sophisticated 

aspects to your bedroom.’’Relaxing is very important’’ 

we relieve your soul in this design and we carry 

the spirit of positive energy to your home.The 

comfort of this composition will make you satisfied.

VESTA.
LET 
CHANGE 
FOLLOWS 
YOU..
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dining roomVESTA
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VV91

NEW CREATION HOME BOOK

page

VESTA.

DESIGN
YOUR LIFE !

Is ıt knowladge,the 
reason of our comport 

sitting products and 
Modern Furniture, 
or stıck to the size 

and calculate every 
cantimeter?, using the 

quality metarial on 
right place? Or falling 

in endless  love with 
our work ?
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dining roomVESTA
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dining roomVESTA dining roomVESTA
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tv unitVESTA
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VESTA tv unit
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You may use the power of the colors to 

bring the new energy given by the day 

and your aura that you desire to replenish 

to your living spaces and you may create 

tranquil, spectacular,dynamic and funny 

atmosphere in different combinations.

VESTA
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P
rad

a

Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

*     sofa set           * 
*     koltuk takımı * 
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sofa setPRADA
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PRADA.

IMPACT OF 
THE MOMENT 

OF THEIR 
DESIGN AND 

CREATION.

The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will 

spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching 

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the 

sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves 

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.
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sofa setPRADA
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PRADA. 
PASSION FOR 
FURNITURE 
DESIGN AND 
RESPECT FOR 
QUALITY.
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Lem
a

Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit              *     sofa set
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     *     koltuk takımı 
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bedroomLEMA
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The decoration always follows the route of 

fashion. It surrounds our clothes colors , textures 

and patterns firstly and then ,our living spaces.

This being he case, we should open the doors 

of our living spaces to colors and new forms...

LEMA. 

STRONG DESIGNS 
DEFY THE TIMES.
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LEMA.

TIME FOR       
CHANGE
For those who go on a journey to reach 
excellence.There is no diffuculty.For them 
,every taken step means discovering new 
beauties.Seeing the world from another 
window and experience emotions which was 
not felt before.

LL
99

page
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bedroomLEMA
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bedroomLEMA
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The most ideal designs bringing aesthetic and durability and becoming 

integrated with your unique personality with the effect of ironic forms 

with regular lines. 

LEMA.

dining roomLEMA
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dining roomLEMA
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wall unitLEMA
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Every city shelters a light in itself and all cities live 

with its inhabitants.Also your home,living a different 

motion,vitality,is now a part of this city.In shelters 

brightness adding magnificence and vitality to life.

LEMA. 

AUTHENTIC 
TOUCHES 
GIVING SOUL TO 
THE DESIGN.
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sofa setNOVITA
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You wil l  feel the priv i lege of the l ife in 
Novita series in which naturalness ,  comfort 
and aesthetics have been blended.  

When aesthetic and comfort are in question,your 

dreams are unlimited.An elegant result is obtained with 

the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality. 

DETAILED LABOR 
GIVING AUTHENTICITY 

TO THE DESIGN.
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sofa setNOVITA
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Vi�o
ria

Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

     dining room     *     wall unit              *     sofa set
     yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     *     koltuk takımı 
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dining roomVITTORIA
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VITTORIA.

WE ARE TOUCHING YOUR 
DREAMS WITH COLOR 
AND AESTHETICS.

The most special guests will admire these halls.

You will create a style with different patterns and 

special designs in your halls.You will witness wide 

opportunities while decorating your home with passionate 

touches non-monotonous and harmonious details.
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VITTORIA.

ROOM FOR 
IMAGINATION 

ANDCREATIVITY

NEW CREATION HOME BOOK

page

The importance of dining rooms in 
human life is quite great.Wide range 
of furniture are produced according 
to using styles so that people are 
comfortable and peaceful.Zen 
Designs offering you high-quality and 
funcionality will facilitate your life...
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dining roomVITTORIA
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tv unitVITTORIA
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We decorate what we miss at home in urban 

life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthi-

ness of wood are quite different when our as-

pirations come into existence with decoration.

tv unitVITTORIA
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tv unitVITTORIA
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VITTORIA.

WE ARE TOUCHING YOUR 
DREAMS WITH COLOR 
AND AESTHETICS.

The most special guests will admire these halls.

You will create a style with different patterns and 

special designs in your halls.You will witness wide 

opportunities while decorating your home with passionate 

touches non-monotonous and harmonious details.
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cornerALMIRA
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ALMIRA.

WE ARE TOUCHING YOUR 
DREAMS WITH COLOR 
AND AESTHETICS.

The most special guests will admire these halls.

You will create a style with different patterns and 

special designs in your halls.You will witness wide 

opportunities while decorating your home with passionate 

touches non-monotonous and harmonious details.
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sofa setBRAWA
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The most ideal designs bringing aesthetic and durability and becoming 

integrated with your unique personality with the effect of ironic forms 

with regular lines. 

BRAWA.

WE ARE 
TOUCHING YOUR 
DREAMS WITH 
COLOR AND 
AESTHETICS.
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sofa setBRAWA
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Every person has a style and reflects it to 

each field both in life and also,in living space.

This design ,which is shaped with modern 

styles and lifts the curtain on creative 

ideas, will make your dreams come true.

sofa setBRAWA
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sofa setBRAWA
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OUR 

PASSION FOR 

DESIGN.
We decorate what we miss at home in urban 
life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthiness 
of wood are quite different when our 
aspirations come into existence with decoration.
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M
alen

a
Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit             
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     
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bedroomMALENA
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MALENA.REFLECT 
YOUR STYLE WITH 
SMALL TOUCHES.
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bedroomMALENA
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178,5cm 237,5cm

221cm
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129cm 50cm
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80
cm 80
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60cm 50cm

49cm

37
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179cm
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m

3cm

80,5cm

80
,5

cm

Today’s people prefer 
simplicity and simple, 
minimal and multifunctional 
designs... The expectation of 
being relaxing, facilitating 
and balancing instead of 
being crowded, complex and 
tiring takes the first place in 
the living places as well as 
relationships of people for 
each other.

MALENA.YOUR 
HOME SUPPORTS 
MINIMAL AND 
SIMPLICITY. 
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Simplification is the trend issue of recent years.The energy  of simplification is so important to 

affect our decoration of all our living space.We discover beyond crowded and noisy world in 

our living spaces in order to understand the essence of life.We give particular importance to 

the naturalness.

229cm 50cm
100cm

10
0c

m

6cm

200cm 100cm

75cm

75
cm

80,5cm

80
,5

cm

124cm

75cm
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dining roomMALENA
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dining roomMALENA

MALENA.YOUR HOME SUPPORTS MINIMAL 

AND SIMPLICITY.
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wall unitMALENA
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MELENA.

IMPACT OF THE 
MOMENT OF THEIR 
DESIGN AND 
CREATION.
For those who go on a journey to reach 

excellence.There is no diffuculty.For them ,every 

taken step means discovering new beauties.

Seeing the world from another window and 

experience emotions which was not felt before.

100cm

130cm 70cm 50cm 50cm 50cm240cm

64,5cm

42,5cm

42,5cm

49,5cm

56’5cm

42
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50cm
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M
onic

a
Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit              
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     
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bedroomMONICA
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wardrobe bed

dresser mirror night stand

270cm

125cm
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MONICA.A DESIGN WHICH HAS BEEN 
MINGLED WITH SIMPLICITY AND ATTRACTION.  
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bedroomMONICA
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MM
MONICA.THE 
COMPROMISING 
MODERN 
LINES..

Furniture forms are also an ideal key in order to 
create a peaceful appearance.It will give a beautiful 
wiew to your dining room with its different 
appearance.A design created for pleasant life with its 
modern appearance,as well as unique style dazzle.
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diningroomMONICA
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Furniture forms are also an ideal key in order to create a peaceful appearance.It will 

give a beautiful wiew to your dining room with its different appearance.A design 

created for pleasant life with its modern appearance,as well as uniuqe style dazzle.

console tablemirror

220cm

78cm

78
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50cm
100cm 3cm

200cm 100cm

100cm

10
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m

78
cm
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diningroomMONICA
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tv unitMONICA

It is impossible to live 
without dreaming and 
the best place to do it in 
this warm bedroom a 
home that fill the love...
The home that filled 
everything  by love...
So relax as not want to 
wake up full of life...For 
to get a kick out of...

100cm

240cm

25cm

40cm65
cm

50cm 192cm
130cm 75cm

4cm
65cm

65
cm
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MONICA.

WELCOME TO 
OUR WORLD OF 
PROUD DESIGN

M O
N I
C A
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You will feel the privilege of the life in Diamond series in 

which naturalness, comfort and aesthetics have been blended.  

Gama
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sofa setGAMA
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sofa setGAMA
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GAMA.

AN INTENSE 
WAY OF 
LIVING

The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will 

spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching 

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the 

sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves 

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.
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N
atur

a
Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit              
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     
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bedroomNATURA
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The importance of bedrooms and dining rooms in human life is quite great.Wide range 

of furniture are produced according to using styles so that people are comfortable and 

peaceful Pietra Designs offering you high-quality and funcionality will facilitate your life...

NATURA.

IT�S ALL ABOUT 
THE DETAILS.

bedwardrobe

dresser mirror night stand
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bedroomNATURA
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bedroomNATURA
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diningroomNATURA
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When aesthetic and comfort are in question,your dreams are unlimited.An elegant 

result is obtained with the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality.

console

bench

tablemirror
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diningroomNATURA
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tv unitNATURA
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tv unitNATURA

In fascinating arms of the nature, imagine that you are 

in peace and set your foot in an untouched content.

Look carefully,enjoy colorful flowers surrounding you 

and nature’s light inviting you to experience the unique.

tv unit coffee table

241cm 50cm

130cm

100cm 29cm

5c
m

5c
m

65
cm

65
cm

41
cm

41
cm
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Gind
a

Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

bedroom          *      dining room     *     wall unit              *     sofa set
yatak odası     *      yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     *     koltuk takımı 
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bedroomGINDA
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Ginda.Design and style are important for ones 

who know what to want.But comfort is important 

as well...So we designed a special product for you 

considering all your needs.
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bedroomGINDA
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GINDA.

FULL INNOVATION 
DESIGNS CHALLENGING TIME.
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dining roomGINDA
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dining roomGINDA
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GINDA.WARM RELAXING AND 
INVITING HOME

Spend your time in the most comfortable way and bring innovation to your life.  
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dining roomGINDA
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tv unitGINDA
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GINDA .A UNIQUE 
DESIGN IN 
WHICH THE 
MOST BEAUTIFUL 
MATERIAL 
COMBINE WITH 
AN EXCELLENT 
CRAFTSMANSHIP.  
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MORBIDA.

SMALL DETAILS 
ALWAYS MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE.
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sofa setMORBIDA
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sofa setMORBIDA
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Buena
Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

        dining room     *     wall unit              *     sofa set
        yemek odası     *     duvar ünitesi     *     koltuk takımı 
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dining roomBUENA
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dining roomBUENA
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tv unitBUENA
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BUENA.
LET 
CHANGE 
FOLLOWS 
YOU..
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tv unitBUENA
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Alya
Prefer living areas where there are 
not unnecessary goods at homes 
with every detail meticiously planned 
by designers for the comfort of life 
and irregularity is not included in 
your daily life.Try to find simple 
and peaceful in your goods as well.

*     sofa set              *
*     koltuk takımı    *
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sofa setALYA
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ALYA.

AN INTENSE 
WAY OF 
LIVING

The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will 

spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching 

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the 

sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves 

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.
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sofa setALYA
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